Universal Picking Technique™
For the Guitarist of the New Millennium!
Revolutionary Crossover Pick™, Audio CD and Bonus Video Included

METHOD OBJECTIVE
To show the guitarist how to use the Crossover Pick™ to develop Universal Picking
Technique™ by employing a collection of contemporary musical arrangements in a
variety of styles.
Universal Picking Technique (UPT) is a powerful picking hand skill development
method for stringed instruments. The method includes a collection of guitar
compositions in book form, an enhanced audio CD and the patented SharkTooth®
Crossover Pick™ gear from Strum-N-Comfort Picking Systems®. The SharkTooth
Crossover Pick is the worlds most versatile and comfortable thumb pick ever devised.
Note that the enhanced CD includes two bonus audio tracks and two Crossover Pick
demonstration videos accessible by a computer.
AUDIENCE
The UPT skill development method is directed toward the intermediate and advanced
musician who demonstrates individual proficiency in several playing techniques and
desires a comprehensive and integrated approach to performance.
The beginning guitarist will also benefit by using the Crossover Pick to comfortably
acquire the individual picking hand skills presented in the method.
“Finally, a device has been invented to facilitate the fusion of plectrum & finger
style technique without compromise.
In the past, plectrum players had limited access by holding a pick and using one,
two or three fingers. Finger style players did not have the dynamic range achieved
by using the flat pick. At the same time, the traditional thumb pick did not bridge
these two camps effectively.
The wait is over with the invention of the SharkTooth & Kodiak Crossover picks
from Strum-N-Comfort Picking Systems. The fusion of pick and finger style is
achieved without compromise. The revolutionary Crossover Pick gear allows the
dynamic expression of each style effortlessly, thus creating a technique of unlimited
possibilities referred to as Universal Picking Technique” Says, Virtuoso guitarist
Peter Page.
Universal Picking Technique is developed using a combination of the patented Crossover
Pick gear, instruction methodology and a growing series of musical arrangements that
facilitate the development of advanced guitar playing skills.
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